Strong-Wright Fountain

Location: On the Bishop’s Garden south wall facing Pilgrim near the Prodigal Son statue

The lead fountain was designed and sculpted by Alice Trowbridge Strong and was dedicated on November 10, 1950 in memory of All Hallows Guild member Rosalind Wright. The flowers cast on the fountain are: trout lily, May apple, fern, snowdrop, trillium, lily of the valley, twin leaf, iris, and jack-in-the-pulpit. An old granite millstone sits below the fountain.

The inscription around the upper edge of the fountain reads: In Memoriam to Rosalind Washburn Wright 1900 -1948

On the face is inscribed:

```
Through the Hands of
Such As These
God Speaks
And from Behind Their Eyes
He Smiles Upon
The Earth
```

_The Prophet_